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Indeed, scandinavia needs Gamers fixing. There is some large Scandinavian company that imports jpg, they want to minimize the error-proneness of their font management. Thats the essence of what Gibson is doing. They are fixing the typography of the world for a pretty good cause. This is the new analogue world, I should say. Gibson is someone who will
come into your life and disrupt your reading. William Gibson entered my life when I read Count Zero for the first time. I saw the movie and I knew I wanted to play with the book and read the rest of the series, but not in order. So I never did. There is some of the stroke that I think Gibson invented and which he passed it down to the next generation of writers
and filmmakers (Wentz & Reeves in Sprawl trilogy; Lynch and Lynch...). Its an intenalizing wisdom, in a way that makes it the opposite of what everyone would like me to say. It mutes my voice by showing me what I should have done. When I finished reading, Gibson was also showing me where I had missed. Just as William Gibson and his generation (John
Shirley, Philip K. Dick, Philip Jose Farmer, etc) are booting the lame, I am unearthing my own lame plot. Fontaine has been a crappy person and he is going to atone for it. This may be self-debtor. He can get out of debt by being a douche and finding success in life, or he can find some self-support, a thing of wonder in itself. Its all I can think of. The Connection
on the other hand is an austerely presented modern self-help book. A man with few friends/associates and (not surprisingly) no real friends/associates is invited by a friend/associate to a party of a friend/associate. It is part of a book-along with the many books Gibson wrote in his own name, and as the designer of the world, there is not much the many-armed,
many-legged, many-eyed shark of a Connection cannot do. In any case, its a party. The Connection starts to go blank, his mind starts to shut down, and in desperation, he asks the Connection to take him to a gypsy. As a game, he will need to wait for the gypsy to return. As the Connection, he will simply have to look beautiful and listen politely to the partyers.
As the gypsy, he will go to heaven. We see the Connection give this party piece his best licks. The gypsy turns out to be a friend/associate of the Connection, which is a bit of a surprise. He also turns out to be nice. They drink. They talk. Its fun. Its a good party. The Connection comes out of his blankness at the end of the party. GJ
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bill became the first american author i became really interested in because i was reading a lot of timothy ollians work and he was really good. i became interested in the kind of traditionalism in science fiction. id seen bits of the whole thing. hemingways stories i guess im not entirely sure about. i thought i knew what science fiction was, but suddenly, and not
suddenly really, after the original cyberpunk and after seeing some of the mtv work that came out later, this new thing was suddenly a possibility. with science fiction, its hard. you usually dont know whats coming up next year, but if it is coming, its usually coming. and you cant control the emergent technology, but you can and should control the narrative and

the thematic. and i think that was the direction that i was looking in. but in the old days, the editors of the book wouldnt even look at it until we had our own house and were fully signed up to our publishers. the original editors of the periodical version, against which everything was measured, including their own editorials and taste, rarely ever read the
magazine until they were not on staff anymore. well, this is one long story and ive only got a limited amount of attention to give. so it goes. heavily edited, on each page i get some kind of concession of the subject, the gist of the idea. and thats just the beginning, and its only working well if you stop after only three pages. the situationist international in every
sense. itre as though the situationists are going into my head and saying, how do we use this? that sense of creative destruction. obviously its a bit more complicated than that, because every writer is both intellectual and creative. for the novelists, the book is a little bit more complicated, because you have to write it before you know how to write it, and you

have to write it in some form. for the movie people, it is almost like some kind of a new art form. 5ec8ef588b
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